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The following question was posed by Faith in 1964. Suppose that R is a subring 
of a matrix ring over a division ring with the property that given any non-zero 
matrix s there exists an element r in R with rs in R and rs # 0. Do there then exist 
matrix units (eij} and a left order D in their centralizer such that R contains all 
matrices in xi De,j? The purpose of this article is to provide an affirmative answer. 
The Faith-Utumi theorem [2] states that if R is a left order in the ring 
Q = M,(d) of k x k matrices over a division ring A, then there exist matrix 
units (e, 1 1 < i, j < k) for Q and a left order D in their centralizer 
r = (U E Q ] aeij = eiju for all 1 < i, j < k} such that R 1 C~,j- 1 De, s 
M,(D). By saying that R is left order in Q = M,(A) we mean that given any 
t E Q there exists an element r E R which is a unit in Q and such that rt E R. 
One may relax this hypothesis by insisting only that 
given 0 # t E Q there exists r E R with 0 # rt E R, (*) 
but with r not necessarily a unit in Q. What can one then say about the 
structure of R? In 1964, as Open Problem 13 in [ 11, Carl Faith asked if 
there then exists some suitable set of matrix units 
{e, 1 1 < i, j < k} for Q with centralizer I- and a left order D 
in r with C,“=, De,j E R. c**> 
The converse is easily seen to be true. That is, if R 2 C,“=, De,j for some 
set of matrix units (eij ] 1 < i, j < k} for Q and left order D in the centralizer 
r of {e,}, then given any 0 # t E Q there exists r E R with 0 # rt E R. To see 
this, write t = Cf,j=, cijeii with each cij E r. Since D is a left order in r there 
exist elements b, aij in D with 0 # bt = CF>=, aijeij; and we may suppose 
a,,,,, # 0. Set r = be,,,, E De,,,, E R. Then rt = e,,bt = e,, cFJ=, aijeij = 
CT=, a,,,je,j E C,“=, De,j E R. Furthermore, rt # 0 because a,,,,, # 0, and this 
completes the proof of the converse. 
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The available evidence in support of an affirmative answer to Faith’s 
question rested largely on the truth of the converse as well as the existence of 
some elementary examples. The ring of integral matrices (z i) with c1 + b 
even satisfies (*) with respect to M,(Q) as well as the condition (* *). By 
contrast the subring 
of M,(A) does not satisfy either hypothesis (*) or conclusion (**). However, 
the possibility of a pathological example remained open. The balance of this 
article will be devoted to exhibiting a proof of an affirmative answer to the 
question. 
Before we begin, a word about the technique of proof may be helpful. 
Determining a suitable set of matrix units for the conclusion of the 
Faith-Utumi theorem for left orders is greatly facilitated by the fact that left 
orders contain many units of the full matrix ring. Thus the appropriate inner 
automorphism can be discovered by working entirely inside the matrix ring. 
In the more general situation we are about to investigate, the ring R may 
contain no units of the matrix ring. Our approach will be to examine instead 
the action of R on a vector space, and to realize the desired inner 
automorphism via a change of basis. This module-theoretic approach was 
first employed in (41 in a much more structured setting, where an infinite 
dimensional generalization of the Faith-Utumi theorem was produced. 
As the reader has probably already noticed, it is not assumed in this paper 
that rings necessarily possess identity elements. We will require some 
relatively well-known facts about quasi-inject& modules (i.e., modules in 
which every partial endomorphism extends to an endomorphism) and 
monoform modules (i.e., modules for which every non-zero partial 
endomorphism is a monomorphism). For K a subset of an R-module, f,(K) 
will denote {rER)rK=O}. 
LEMMA 1. A monoform module is uniform; that is, any two non-zero 
submodules have non-zero intersection. 
LEMMA 2. Let RM be a quasi-injective module such that Rm = 0 for 
m E M implies that m = 0. Set A = End,M and let m, m, ,..., mk E M. Then 
l,(m) 2 Mm, ,..., m,J iSand only ifm E Cf=, mid. 
Lemma 1 has a one-line proof. Lemma 2 first appeared in [3]. Proofs of 
both lemmas can also be found in [4]. 
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THEOREM. Let Q = M,(A) with A a division ring, and assume that R is a 
subring of Q with the property that given 0 f t E Q there exists r E R with 
0 # rt E R. Then there exist matrix units {eij 1 1 < i, j < k} for Q and a left 
order D in r= {a E Q ) aetj = et,a for all 1 < i, j < k} such that 
C,“=, De,jz R. 
Henceforth we assume that A, Q and R satisfy the hypothesis of the 
theorem, The cognoscenti will recognize that this condition says precisely 
that Q = M,(A) is the maximal ring of quotients of R [ 1,~. 681. We will 
regard Q as the ring of linear transformations (acting on the left) of the right 
vector space V = A GC’ of column vectors over A. One key step in this proof is 
the following statement on the R-module structure of V, which was proved in 
a more general setting in [5]. In order to keep this presentation relatively 
self-contained we will provide a proof of the special case we need in an 
Appendix. Recall that an R-module is nonsingular if no non-zero element is 
annihilitated by an essential left ideal of R. 
PROPOSITION. V is a faithful nonsingular monoform injective left R- 
module and End, V z A acting as right multiplications. 
We begin by choosing a basis m, ,..., mk for Vd . For each i, 1 < i < k, set 
A i = nj, i I, (mj). Then am, # 0 for all 0 # a E A, because R V is faithful and 
m,,..., mk is a basis of Vd. Hence Aim,gAi as left R-modules under the 
isomorphism fi defined by (ami)fi = a for a E Ai. It follows that each left 
ideal Ai is uniform. 
Next observe that Cf= i A i is a direct sum (because R V is faithful) and is 
an essential left ideal of R. To see this directly, proceed as follows. Let Z be 
any non-zero left ideal of R. Set .Z= Of=, {r E R 1 rmi E Aim,}; J is an 
essential left ideal of R because R Y is uniform. Hence J n Z # 0 and we may 
therefore choose 0 # r E Z with rmi = aim, for each i = l,..., k, where ai E Ai. 
Setting a = Cf=, ai E C”=, Ai, we have that rm, = ami for each i = l,..., k, 
and it follows that r = a. Hence 0 # r E Zn Cf=, Ai, and this proves that 
C”=, A i is ‘an essential left ideal of R. 
Set M=nfzlAimi and F={~EAIM~sM}. M is a non-zero R- 
submodule of V because R V is uniform, and F is a non-zero subring of A. We 
claim that RM is a compressible module (i.e., it embeds in every non-zero 
submodule) and that F is a left order in A. For suppose that RN is any non- 
zero submodule of RM. We may write M = B, m, = a+. = Bkmk, where each 
Bj is a left ideal of R contained in Ai. Note that Bj = MA. Then cf=, Bi is 
still an essential left ideal of R because each A, is uniform. Since R V is 
nonsingular, (Cf= i Bi) N # 0, and so (Mfj)N= B,N#O for some j, 
1 <j < k. For each n E N, define 4, E Hom,(M, N) by x4, = (xfj) n. For 
some n EN, 4, # 0 because (Mfj) N # 0, and then 4, must be a 
monomorphism because R V is monoform. Thus, RM is compressible. 
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To see that F is a left order in A, let 0 # 6 E A be given. Then because 
End, Vr A and R V is uniform, 6 induces a non-zero partial endomorphism 
of M, say, LJEM with O# RL GM. Since RM is compressible, we may 
choose 0 # a,, E End RM with Ma, G L. Then Ma, 6 c_ M, so letting a denote 
any extension of a, to an element of A g End R V (this is possible because R V 
is quasi-injective), we have a E F and a6 E F, and so F is a left order in A. 
The next step is to choose a basis nl,..., nh E M for the subspace MA, and 
extend it to a basis n, ,..., nh ,..., nk of V,. Put Ci = njzi ZR(nj), and set 
N = flf=, Cini and E = {S E A ( M6 c N). N is a non-zero submodule of RM 
and E # 0 because RM is compressible. E is also a left order in A because it 
is a left ideal of F. 
Set U =C:=, niEr and W=C,“=, niE, where njE’ = {ni6 + nip) 6 E E, 
p E Z }. Observe that W c N and that Hom,(U, IV) g Mhxk(E) because 
every Q E Hom,(U, W) is uniquely determined by the values $ni, i = l,..., k. 
Put S = {s E Q ) slJ s W}, a subring of Q, and let 4 E Hom,(U, W) be 
given. Since each qhi E W L N, we may write Qni = cini with ci E Ci for each 
i = I,..., k. Since C,n, = 0 for i fj, we have #ni = cn, for each i = l,..., k, 
where c=~;=,cjER. This computation shows that the ring 
homomorphism S f7 R w  Hom,(U, W) defined by c I-+ (left multiplication 
by c on U) is a surjection. Since n, ,..., nk forms a A-basis for V and c V is 
faithful, it is an isomorphism and S = S n R. We therefore conclude that 
S c R, and so R contains a subring isomorphic to MhXk(E) with E a left 
order in A. 
The proof is now complete except for a standard argument which 
explicitly exhibits the matrix units predicted in the statement of the theorem. 
The reader familiar with this procedure may wish to stop at this point. 
For 1 < i, j < k, let eij E Q be the linear transformation defined on the 
basis n, ,..., nk of V, by the requirements eijnj = ni and eijn, = 0 if j # 1. Then 
it is easy to check that {e, ) 1 < i, j < k} is a set of matrix units for Q. Set 
I-= {a E Q 1 a commutes with each e,}. 
ForanyaEr,consideran,.Writean,=C~=,niSi,6,EA.Sincee,,n,= 
n, and ae,, =e,,a, an, = e,,anl = e,, Cf=, nisi = n,J1. Set 6, = 6, and 
define 8: r-, A by a’= 6,. 0 is easily seen to be a well-defined 
homomorphism of r into A. To see that 6 is surjective, observe that for any 
6 E A there exists an element t E Q with tn, = n, 6. Write t = Cf,j= I aijeij 
with each aij E IY Then Cf=, ai, n, = CFJ=, aijeijn, = tn, = n, 6. Applying 
e,, yields a,,n, =n,d, so d=af,, and it follows that 0 is an isomorphism. 
Next, for any a E r and any i = l,..., k, write ani = z=, njSij with each 
6, EA. Applying eii yields ani = nidii, so 6, = 0 whenever i # j. Applying 
e,i to ani =nidii yields an, = n,dii. But an, = n,ae, so dii=ae and it 
follows that ani = niag for every i = l,..., k and a E r. 
Set D = {a E r) a8 E E}. D is a left order in r because E is a left order in 
A and 0 is an isomorphism. We claim that 
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To see this, let 
t = x aijeij 
I<i<h 
I<j<k 
be given with each aij E D. It is then easy to check that tU E: W, for 
= c aijniEt = c n,a$.E’ 
Hence t E S G R. With this the proof is complete. 
APPENDIX 
We provide here a proof of the Proposition. Since R E Q = End V,, RV is 
faithful. To show that RV is nonsingular and monoform, proceed as follows. 
First note that RV is uniform. For if non-zero elements m and n of V are 
given, choose t E Q with tm = n and t = 0 on U,, where mA 0 U = V. By 
hypothesis there exist elements r, s E R with rt = s # 0. Then sm = rtm = m, 
and necessarily sm f 0 because SU = rtU = 0. Hence sm = rn # 0, proving 
that RV is uniform. 
Next, let u be an arbitrary non-zero element of V. Complete u to a basis 
v, v2 ,..., vk of V,. Then l,(v 2,...,uk) # 0 by an application of Lemma 2, and 
l,(v) n 4&h.., vk) = 0 because R V is faithful. It follows that I,(u) is not an 
essential left ideal of R. Since 0 # u E V was arbitrary, R V is a nonsingular 
module. It is well-known that a nonsingular uniform module is monoform. 
LetfE Hom,(I, V) be given with I a left ideal of R. In order to show that 
R V is injective, we define f’: Q1-1 V by (Cf=, tiai)f’ = xf= 1 ti(aif) for 
ti E Q, a, E I. It is evident that f’ will be a Q-homomorphism provided it is 
well-defined. To see this, suppose cf=i tiai= 0 with ti E Q, ai E I. Set 
I = n:=, (r E R 1 rti E R}; I is an essential left ideal of R. For r E I, write 
rti = si E R. Then r(Cfzl ti(aif)) = Cf=,s,(atf) = (Cf=lsiaJf = 
(r Cf=, tiai)f= 0. Since r E Z was arbitrary, I(Cf=i ti(a,f)) = 0, and then 
Cf= i ti(aif) = 0 because RV is nonsingular. This proves that f’ is well- 
defined. Now ,V is injective, sof’ has an extensionf” E Homo(Q, V); and 
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then f” JR I is an extension off to an element of Horn,@‘, V). Thus R I/ is 
injective. 
Clearly End a V c End R V, and it is easy to see that equality holds. For if 
g E End R V and t E Q, let Z = {r E R ( rt E R}. Then, as in the previous 
paragraph, Z is an essential left ideal of R and Z((tu)g - t(ug)) = 0 for any 
u E V. Hence (tu) g = t(ug) and therefore g E End Q V. Finally, the proof of 
the Proposition is completed by the well-known fact that End ,Vr A acting 
as right multiplications. 
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